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Abstract
We show that termination and convergence are decidable properties for right-linear half-monadic
term rewrite systems.
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1. Introduction
Termination and con5uence are fundamental properties of a term rewrite system.
While, in general, both problems are undecidable [2], several methods for proving
termination and con5uence have been developed.
Termination property has been shown to be decidable for ground term rewrite sys-
tems [10], right-ground term rewrite systems [4], and right-linear monadic term rewrite
systems [13]. We properly generalize these results. We introduce and study the half-
monadic term rewrite system, which is an extension of both the right-ground term
rewrite system and the monadic term rewrite system, and is a slight extension of the
semi-monadic term rewrite system [3]. Hence the class of all right-linear half-monadic
term rewrite systems properly includes ground term rewrite systems, right-ground term
rewrite systems, and right-linear monadic term rewrite systems. We show that termina-
tion and convergence are decidable properties for right-linear half-monadic term rewrite
systems.
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A term rewrite system R over  is half-monadic if, for every rule l→ r in R, either
height(r)= 0 or r=f(y1; : : : ; ym), where f∈m, m¿1, and for each i∈{1; : : : ; m},
either yi is a variable (i.e., yi ∈X ) or yi is a ground term (i.e., yi ∈T).
Let  be a ranked alphabet, let R be a term rewrite system over , and let L be a tree
language over . Then R∗(L)= {p | q→∗R p for some q∈L} is the set of descendants
of trees in L. We say that R eIectively preserves recognizability if for a given ranked
alphabet  with ⊆ and for a given tree automaton B over , we can eIectively
construct a tree automaton C over  such that C recognizes the set of descendants of
all trees recognized by B.
Takai et al. [14] introduced the concept of the Jnite path overlapping term rewrite
system, and showed that right-linear Jnite path overlapping term rewrite systems ef-
fectively preserve recognizability. A half-monadic term rewrite system is a Jnite path
overlapping term rewrite system as well. Hence right-linear half-monadic term rewrite
systems eIectively preserve recognizability.
Let R be a right-linear half-monadic term rewrite system over a ranked alphabet
 such that for every rule l→ r in R, l is not a variable. We introduce two weight
functions. Let p∈T be a minimal height ground term starting an inJnite reduction
sequence. We introduce the weight function ‖ ‖p;R :R∗({p})→N . For any t ∈R∗({p}),
‖t‖p;R is the length of the longest reduction sequence starting from t, where we do not
rewrite at the root and we do not count the rewrite steps of those immediate subtrees
of the root which are subtrees of the descendants of the immediate ground subterms of
the right-hand sides of the rules in R. We show that →R does not increase ‖ ‖p;R. We
give a condition which implies that →R decreases ‖ ‖p;R. For an arbitrary p∈T, we
introduce the weight function 〈 〉p;R :R∗({p})→N . For any t ∈ R∗({p}), 〈t〉p;R is the
number of occurrences of those subtrees which are not subtrees of the descendants of
the immediate ground subterms of the right-hand sides of the rules in R. We show that
→R does not increase 〈 〉p;R. We give a condition which implies that →R decreases
〈 〉p;R.
Using the eIective preserving recognizability property of R, we show that for a
ground term t ∈T it is decidable if t ∈T starts an inJnite reduction sequence. Using
weight functions ‖ ‖p;R and 〈 〉p;R, we construct a Jnite set W ⊆T of terms such that
R is terminating if and only if no term in W starts an inJnite reduction sequence. We
construct W in two steps. First, we put in W the subtrees of the descendants of the
ground subterms of the right-hand sides of the rules in R. Then we put in W all ground
terms obtained from the left-hand sides of the rules in R by replacing the variables
with nullary symbol $ and subtrees of the descendants of the ground subterms of the
right-hand sides of the rules in R. In this way we decide if R is terminating. Hence we
get that termination is a decidable property for right-linear half-monadic term rewrite
systems. As R preserves recognizability we can decide if R is locally con5uent. Hence
convergence is a decidable property for right-linear half-monadic term rewrite systems.
We now compare our method with other methods for proving termination. In [12],
the termination property was shown to be decidable for almost orthogonal growing term
rewrite systems. Our result is incomparable of the result in [12] since almost orthogonal
growing term rewrite systems and right-linear half-monadic term rewrite systems are
incomparable. Actually, a growing term rewrite system is the inverse of a semi-monadic
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term rewrite system. Also, several other techniques for proving termination have been
investigated.
(1) One gives a well-founded ordering such that for all rules of the term rewrite
system the left-hand sides are greater than the corresponding right-hand sides, see
Section 5 of [2,6].
(2) Arts and Giesl [1] introduced the notion of a dependency pair to compare left-
hand sides with special subterms of the right-hand sides. This resulted in a technique
which allows the use of well-known simpliJcation orderings (such as recursive path
ordering, polynomial orderings, or the Knuth–Bendix ordering) to prove termination.
We adopt the sticking-out graph of Takai et al. [14] to show that each half-monadic
term rewrite system is Jnite path overlapping. An edge of this graph slightly resembles
a dependency pair. Hence the graph is analogous to the dependency graph in [1].
(3) Semantic labelling [15,11] attempts to prove termination by transforming a given
term rewrite system into a term rewrite system whose termination is easier to prove
by a method of type (1) or (2) and implies the termination of the given system.
All methods of type (1), (2), or (3) apply various well-founded orderings to prove
termination. The intuitive idea of the proof is to show that term rewriting decreases
some objects with respect to the well-founded ordering. Similarly, our approach uses
weight functions ‖ ‖p;R and 〈 〉p;R assigning nonnegative numbers, weights, to terms
such that →R does not increase ‖ ‖p;R and 〈 〉p;R. Moreover, →R decrease ‖ ‖p;R in
some cases, and similarly, →R decrease 〈 〉p;R in some cases. Applying these weight
functions we construct a Jnite set W ⊆T of terms such that R is terminating if and
only if no term in W starts an inJnite reduction sequence. Using the property that
R eIectively preserves recognizability, for each term t ∈W we decide if t starts an
inJnite reduction sequence. Hence we can decide if R is terminating.
This paper is divided into three sections. In Section 2, we recall the necessary notions
and notations. In Section 3, we present and show our decidability results.
2. Preliminaries
We recall and invent some notations, basic deJnitions and terminology which will
be used in the rest of the paper. Nevertheless, the reader is assumed to be familiar
with the basic concepts of term rewrite systems and of tree language theory (see, e.g.
[2,5,7,8]).
The cardinality of a set A is denoted by card(A). The set of nonnegative integers is
denoted by N , and N ∗ stands for the free monoid generated by N with empty word
 as identity element. Consider the words ; ;  ∈ N ∗ such that = . Then we say
that  is a preJx of . Furthermore, if  
= , then  is a proper preJx of . For a
word ∈N ∗, length() stands for the length of .
A directed graph is an ordered pair G=(V; E) such that E is a subset of ordered
pairs of V . The set V is the set of vertices, and E is the set of edges. A walk
in G is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges, say v0; e1; v1; e2; : : : ; el; vl, where
ei =(vi−1; vi) for 1¡i6l. A cycle is a walk v0; e1; v1; e2; : : : ; el; vl such that l¿1, v0 = vl
and the vertices vi 06i¡l are distinct from each other. A directed graph G is weighted
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if we assign each edge e a nonnegative integer weight(e). The weight of the cycle
v0; e1; v1; e2; : : : ; el; vl is weight(e1) + weight(e2) + · · ·+ weight(el).
A ranked alphabet is a Jnite set  in which every symbol has a unique rank in N .
For m¿0, m denotes the set of all elements of  which have rank m. The elements of
0 are called constants. We assume that all ranked alphabets  and  that we consider
have the following property. If  ∈i, and  ∈j, then i= j. In other words,  has
the same rank in  as in .
For a set of variables Y and a ranked alphabet , the set T(Y ) of -terms
(or -trees) over Y is the smallest set satisfying
(a) 0 ∪Y ⊆T(Y ), and
(b) f(t1; : : : ; tm)∈T(Y ) whenever m¿1, f∈m and t1; : : : ; tm ∈T(Y ).
If Y = ∅, then T(Y ) is written as T. A term t ∈T(Y ) is a ground term if t ∈T
also holds. A tree t ∈T(Y ) is linear if any variable of Y occurs at most once in t.
We specify a countable set X = {x1; x2; : : :} of variables which will be kept Jxed in
this paper. Moreover, we put Xm= {x1; : : : ; xm}, for m¿0. Hence X0 = ∅.
We shall need a few functions on terms. For a term t ∈T(X ), the height height(t)∈
N and the set of occurrences O(t)⊆N ∗ are deJned by recursion:
(a) if t ∈0 ∪X , then
height(t)= 0,
O(t)= {};
(b) if t=f(t1; : : : ; tm) with m¿1 and f∈m, then
height(t)= 1 + max{height(ti) | 16i6m},
O(t)= {}∪ {i | 16i6m and ∈O(ti)}.
We note that height(t)=max{length() | ∈O(t)}.
For each t ∈T(X ) and ∈O(t), we introduce the subterm t=∈T(X ) of t at  and
the label lab(t; )∈∪X in t at  as follows:
(a) for t ∈0 ∪X , t== t and lab(t; )= t;
(b) for t=f(t1; : : : ; tm) with m¿1 and f∈m, if =  then t== t, and lab(t; )=f,
otherwise, if = i with 16i6m, then t== ti= and lab(t; )= lab(ti; ).
We say that p is a subtree of t if p= t= for some ∈O(t). We say that p is an
immediate subtree of t if p= t=i for some integer i∈O(t)∩N .
Let t ∈T(X ) be arbitrary. The set of all subtrees of t is sub(t)= {t= | ∈O(t)}.
Let L⊆T. Then the set of all subtrees of the trees in L is sub(L)=
⋃
t∈L sub(t). The
set of all proper subtrees of t is
psub(t) = {t= |  ∈ O(t)− {}}:
For t ∈T, ∈O(t), and r ∈T, we deJne t[← r]∈T as follows.
(i) If = , then t[← r] = r.
(ii) If = i, for some i∈N and ∈N ∗, then t=f(t1; : : : ; tm) with f∈m and
16i6m. Then t[← r] =f(t1; : : : ; ti−1; ti[← r]; ti+1; : : : ; tm).
For any trees t ∈T(Xk), k¿0, t1; : : : ; tk ∈T(X ), the term t[t1; : : : ; tk ] is produced
from t by replacing each occurrence of xi with ti for 16i6k.
Let  be a ranked alphabet. Then a term rewrite system (trs for short) R over  is
a Jnite subset of T(X )×T(X ) such that for each (l; r)∈R, each variable of r also
occurs in l. Elements (l; r) of R are called rules and are denoted by l→ r.
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Let R be a term rewrite system over , s; t ∈T(X ), and let ∈O(s). Let l→ r be
a rule in R where l∈T(Xk). We say that R reduces s to t applying the rule l→ r
at occurrence ∈O(s), if there are terms t1; : : : ; tk ∈T(X ) such that s== l[t1; : : : ; tk ]
and t= s[← r[t1; : : : ; tk ]]. We denote this by s→R t. When we want to emphasize the
occurrence , we write s→R;  t. When we want to emphasize both the rule l→ r and
the occurrence , we write s→l→r;  t.
The length of the reduction sequence t0→R t1→R t2→R · · ·→R tn, n¿0 is n.
A right-linear (linear, resp.) trs is one in which no variable occurs more than once
on any right-hand side (right-hand side and left-hand side, resp.).
A rewrite rule l→ r is called right-ground if the right-hand side r is ground. A term
rewrite system is called right-ground if all of its rules are right-ground. A rewrite rule
l→ r is called ground if the left-hand side l and the right-hand side r are ground.
A term rewrite system is called ground if all of its rules are ground.
A trs is monadic if each left-hand side is of height at least 1 and each right-hand
side is of height at most 1. Coquid%e et al. [3] deJned the concept of a semi-monadic
trs generalizing the notion of a monadic trs and the notion of a ground trs. A trs R over
 is semi-monadic if, for every rule l→ r in R, height(l)¿1 and either height(r)= 0
or r=f(y1; : : : ; yk), where f∈k , k¿1, and for each i∈{1; : : : ; k}, either yi is a
variable (i.e., yi ∈X ) or yi is a ground term (i.e., yi ∈T). It is obvious that each
monadic trs is semi-monadic as well. We deJne the concept of the half-monadic trs
from the concept of the semi-monadic trs by lifting the restriction on the height of the
left-hand sides. A trs R over  is half-monadic if, for every rule l→ r in R, either
height(r)= 0 or r=f(y1; : : : ; yk), where f∈k , k¿1, and for each i∈{1; : : : ; k},
either yi is a variable (i.e., yi ∈X ) or yi is a ground term (i.e., yi ∈T). It is obvious
that each semi-monadic trs is half-monadic as well. Similarly, each right-ground trs is
half-monadic as well.
Let R be a half-monadic trs. Then GST (R)⊆T is the set of all immediate ground
subtrees of all right-hand sides r with height(r)¿1. That is,
GST (R)= {yi ∈T | l→ r is in R and r=f(y1; : : : ; ym) and 16i6m}.
Let → be a binary relation on a set A. Relation →∗ is the re5exive and transitive
closure of →. We say that → is
(i) con5uent if, for every u; v1; v2 ∈A, it holds that if u→∗ v1 and u→∗ v2, then there
exists a v3 ∈A such that v1→∗ v3 and v2→∗ v3;
(ii) terminating if there is no inJnite reduction sequence v1→ v2→ v3→ · · · ;
(iii) convergent if → is con5uent and terminating.
A trs R over  is con5uent (terminating, convergent) if the induced reduction rela-
tion →R is con5uent (terminating, convergent). It is well known that a terminating
locally con5uent trs is con5uent. A trs R over  is ground terminating if the relation
→R ∩T×T on T is terminating. The proofs of the following two results are left to
the reader.
Observation 2.1. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅ and let R be a trs
over . The trs R is terminating if and only if R is ground terminating.
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Observation 2.2. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 = ∅ and let R be a trs
over . Let =∪{$} where $ is of rank 0. Trs R over  is terminating if and
only if R over  is ground terminating.
Let  be a ranked alphabet, a tree automaton over  is a quadruple A=(; A; R; Af),
where A is a Jnite set of states of rank 0, ∩A= ∅, Af(⊆A) is the set of Jnal states,
R is a Jnite set of rules of the following form:
f(a1; : : : ; am)→ a with m¿ 0; f ∈ m; a1; : : : ; am; a ∈ A:
We consider R as a ground trs over ∪A. The tree language recognized by A is
L(A)= {t ∈T | (∃a∈Af) t→∗R a}. A tree language L is recognizable if there exists
a tree automaton A such that L(A)=L. Any Jnite tree language L is recognizable.
Moreover, for any Jnite tree language L one can eIectively construct a tree automaton
A such that L=L(A). For any tree automaton A=(; A; R; Af), we can eIectively
decide if L(A) is Jnite. If the answer is yes, then we can eIectively construct L(A),
see [7].
Let  be a ranked alphabet, let R be a trs over , and let L be a tree language over
. Then R∗(L)= {p | q→∗R p for some q∈L} is the set of descendants of trees in L.
When  is apparent from the context, we simply write R∗(L) rather than R∗(L).
Let R be a trs over the ranked alphabet . Let  be any ranked alphabet with
⊆. We say that R eIectively preserves -recognizability if for a given tree au-
tomaton B over , we can eIectively construct a tree automaton C over  such that
L(C)=R∗(L(B)). We say that R eIectively preserves recognizability if for any given
ranked alphabet  with ⊆, R eIectively preserves -recognizability.
Proposition 2.3 (Gyenizse and V%agv'olgyi [9]). Let R be a trs over a ranked alphabet
. Let R e6ectively preserve recognizability. Then it is decidable if R is locally
con7uent.
Takai et al. [14] introduced a new class of trs’s named Jnite path overlapping trs. We
now adopt their deJnition. Let s; t ∈T(X ) such that t is not a variable. Let ∈O(t)
such that  
= , t=∈X . We say that term s sticks out of t at  if
• for each proper preJx  of , ∈O(s) and lab(s; )= lab(t; ), and
• ∈O(s) and s= is not a ground term.
When we do not want to mention , we simply say that s sticks out of t. For example,
term f(g(x1); a) sticks out of f(g(x2); b) at the occurrence 11. Here f; g∈1 and
a; b∈0.
If s sticks out of t at  and s= is not a variable, then we say that s properly sticks
out of t at . When we do not want to mention , we simply say that s properly
sticks out of t. For example, term f(g(g(x1)); a) properly sticks out of f(g(x2); b) at
the occurrence 11.
Let R be a trs over . The sticking-out graph of R is a weighted directed graph
G=(V; E), where the vertices are the rules in R i.e., V =R, and the set E of edges is
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deJned as follows:
• We put and edge with weight 1 from the rule l1→ r1 to the rule l2→ r2 if r1
properly sticks out of a subterm of l2.
• We put and edge with weight 1 from the rule l1→ r1 to the rule l2→ r2 if a subterm
of r1 properly sticks out of l2.
• We put and edge with weight 0 from the rule l1→ r1 to the rule l2→ r2 if a subterm
of l2 sticks out of r1.
• We put and edge with weight 0 from the rule l1→ r1 to the rule l2→ r2 if l2 sticks
out of a subterm of r1.
We say that trs R is Jnite path overlapping if the sticking-out graph of R does not
have a cycle of weight one or more. We now adopt an example for a Jnite path
overlapping trs from [14]. Let =0 ∪1 ∪2, 0 = {a; b; c}, 1 = {g; h}, 2 = {f}.
Let trs R1 over  consist of the following two rules. rule1: f(x1; a)→f(h(c); x1),
rule2: g(x1)→f(g(x1); b). We now construct the sticking-out graph G=(V; E) of R.
V =R, and E consists of two edges:
(rule2; rule1) with weight 1 because the right-hand side of rule2 properly sticks out
of the left-hand side of rule1, and
(rule2; rule2) with weight 0 because the left-hand side of rule2 sticks out of f(g(x1);
b)=1= g(x1), which is a subterm of the right-hand side of rule2.
The sticking out graph does not have a cycle of weight 1 or more and hence R is
Jnite path overlapping.
Coquid%e et al. showed that a linear semi-monadic term rewrite system R over  eIec-
tively preserves -recognizability, see Theorem 5.1 in [3]. Takai et al. [14] generalized
this result by showing the following.
Proposition 2.4 (Takai et al. [14]). Let R be a right-linear 8nite path overlapping trs
over a ranked alphabet . Then R e6ectively preserves -recognizability.
Let R be a right-linear Jnite path overlapping trs over the ranked alphabet . For
any given ranked alphabet  with ⊆, R is a right-linear Jnite path overlapping trs
over . By Proposition 2.4 R eIectively preserves -recognizability. Thus R eIectively
preserves recognizability.
Proposition 2.5. Let R be a right-linear 8nite path overlapping trs over a ranked
alphabet . Then R e6ectively preserves recognizability.
Lemma 2.6. Each half-monadic trs R is 8nite path overlapping.
Proof. We show by contradiction that there is no edge in G with weight 1. Assume
that there is an edge in G with weight 1. Let l1→ r1 and l2→ r2 be arbitrary rules
in R.
First assume that r1 properly sticks out of a subterm t of l2. Then there is an
occurrence ∈O(t) such that  
= , t=∈X , and
• for each proper preJx  of , ∈O(r1) and lab(r1; )= lab(t; ),
• ∈O(r1) and r1= is not a ground term, and
• r1= is not a variable.
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As R is a half-monadic trs, and ∈O(r1) with  
= , we get that
• r1= is a ground term, or
• r1= is a variable.
This is a contradiction.
Second assume that a subterm s of r1 properly sticks out of l2. We have shown
that r1 does not properly stick out of a subterm t of l2. Hence s 
= r1. As R is a
half-monadic trs, s can be a variable or a ground term over . Obviously, a variable
cannot stick out of l2. Hence s∈T. Thus s does not stick out of l2. This is also a
contradiction.
Since there is no edge in G with weight 1, the sticking-out graph of R does not
have a cycle of weight one or more. Thus trs R is Jnite path overlapping.
Lemma 2.6 and Proposition 2.5 imply the following result.
Lemma 2.7. Let R be a right-linear half-monadic trs over a ranked alphabet . Then
R e6ectively preserves recognizability.
By Lemma 2.7 and Proposition 2.3 we have the following result.
Lemma 2.8. Let R be a right-linear half-monadic trs over a ranked alphabet . Then
it is decidable if R is locally con7uent.
3. Decidability results
In this section we show that termination and convergence are decidable properties
for right-linear half-monadic trs’s. First we show three preparatory lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a trs over . Let
R e6ectively preserve -recognizability, and let t ∈T. It is decidable if t starts an
in8nite reduction sequence. If t starts only 8nite reduction sequences, then R∗({t}) is
8nite, and card(R∗({t})) is an upper bound for the length of any reduction sequence
starting from t.
Proof. We construct a tree automaton A over  recognizing tree language {t}. As R
eIectively preserves -recognizability, we construct a tree automaton B recognizing
the set R∗({t}). Then we decide if the set R∗({t}) is Jnite. If R∗({t}) is inJnite, then
t starts an inJnite reduction sequence by K'onig’s lemma. If R∗({t}) is Jnite, then
we construct the set R∗({t}). Let R∗({t})= {s1; : : : ; sn}, n¿1. For each 16m6n, we
generate all reduction sequences
t→
R
si1 →R si2 →R · · ·→R sim ; 16i1; : : : ; im6n; (1)
of length m starting with t. If we Jnd an integer 16m6n and a reduction sequence (1)
with sij = sik for some 16j¡k6m, then one can easily construct an inJnite reduction
sequence starting with t. Otherwise by the Pigeonhole principle t starts only reduction
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sequences (1) with 16m¡n. Hence t does not start an inJnite reduction sequence, and
n= card(R∗({t})) is an upper bound for the length of any reduction sequence starting
from t.
From now on we study the following problem. Let  be a ranked alphabet such
that 0 
= ∅. Given a right-linear half-monadic trs R over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅,
decide if R is ground terminating.
Lemma 3.2. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a half-monadic
trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Let p∈T and let p→∗R t for some t ∈T.
Then t=f(t1; : : : ; tm) for some f∈m, m¿0, t1; : : : ; tm ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))∪
sub(R∗(GST (R))).
Proof. Let p=p0→R p1→R p2→R · · ·→R pn= t for some n¿0. We proceed by in-
duction on n.
Base case: n=0. Then p=f(t1; : : : ; tm) for some f∈m, m¿0, t1; : : : ; tm ∈psub(p).
Induction step: n¿1. Then p=p0→R p1→R p2→R · · ·→R pn−1→l→r;  pn= t,
where l→ r is a rule in R, and ∈O(pn−1). We distinguish two cases.
Case 1:  
= . Then = i with i∈N , ∈N ∗. Hence
• pn−1 =f(q1; : : : ; qm), f∈m, m¿0, q1; : : : ; qm ∈T,
• pn=f(r1; : : : ; rm), r1; : : : ; rm ∈T,
• qi→l→r;  ri, and
• for each 16j6m with i 
= j, rj = qj.
By the induction hypothesis, q1; : : : ; qm ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))∪ sub(R∗(GST (R))). Hence
for each 16j6m with i 
= j, rj ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))∪ sub(R∗(GST (R))). Since qi ∈
sub(R∗(psub(p)))∪ sub(R∗(GST (R))), there are v∈psub(p)∪GST (R) and w∈T and
∈O(w) such that v→∗R w and qi =w=. Thus w=→l→r;  ri. Let z=w[← r]. Then
v→∗R w→l→r;  z and ri = z=. We have ri ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))∪ sub(R∗(GST (R))).
Case 2: = . We now distinguish two subcases.
Subcase 2.1: height(r)= 0. Then t= r=f for some f∈0.
Subcase 2.2: height(r)¿1. Then r=f(y1; : : : ; ym) for some f∈m, m¿0,
y1; : : : ; ym ∈T(X ), and pn=f(r1; : : : ; rm) for some r1; : : : ; rm ∈T. Let 16i6m be
arbitrary. If yi ∈GST (R), then ri =yi. If yi = xd, d¿1, then l∈T(Xk) for some
k¿d. Hence pn−1 = l[w1; : : : ; wk ] for some w1; : : : ; wk ∈T. Let l== xd where
∈O(l), = j, j∈N , ∈N ∗. Then rd is a subtree of qj. By the induction
hypothesis, qj ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))∪sub(R∗(GST (R))). Hence rd ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))∪
sub(R∗(GST (R))) as well.
In the light of Lemmas 2.7 and 3.1, we deJne partial function | |R :T→N .
De"nition 3.3. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over . We deJne partial function | |R :T→N in the following way.
Let t ∈T. If t starts only Jnite reduction sequences, then let |t|R be the length of the
longest reduction sequence starting from t. Otherwise |t|R is not deJned.
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When the rewrite system R over  is understood from the context, we simply write
|| for ||R.
Lemma 3.4. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over . Let s; t ∈T, and let t be a subtree of s. If |s| is de8ned,
then |t| is de8ned as well and |s|¿|t|.
Proof. By direct inspection of DeJnition 3.3.
Lemma 3.5. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over . Let s; t ∈T, and let s→R t. If |s| is de8ned, then |t| is
de8ned as well and |s|¿|t|.
Proof. By direct inspection of DeJnition 3.3.
Lemma 3.6. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Let p∈T be a minimal height
ground term starting an in8nite reduction sequence. Let p→∗R t; t ∈T; t=f(t1; : : : ; tm),
f∈m, m¿0, and t1; : : : ; tm ∈T. Let
{i1; : : : ; ij}= {i | ti ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))}; j ¿ 0:
Then |ti| is de8ned for i∈{i1; : : : ; ij}.
Proof. By contradiction. Assume that |ti| is not deJned for some i∈{i1; : : : ; ij}. Then
there are trees v1; v2; v3 : : : ∈T such that
ti→
R
v1→
R
v2→
R
v3→
R
· · · :
Recall that ti ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p))). Let ∈O(p),  
= , s∈T, and ∈O(s) such that
p=→∗R s and ti = s=. Then the trees wj := s[← vj]∈T, j¿1, satisfy wj== vj and
p= ∗→
R
s→
R
w1→
R
w2→
R
w3→
R
· · · :
Thus p= starts an inJnite reduction sequence. Recall that  
= . Hence p= is a proper
subtree of p. Hence p∈T is not a minimal height ground term starting an inJnite
reduction sequence. This contradicts the deJnition of p.
Let R be a right-linear half-monadic term rewrite system over a ranked alphabet .
Let p∈T be a minimal height ground term starting an inJnite reduction sequence.
We introduce the weight function ‖ ‖p;R :R∗({p})→N . For any t ∈R∗({p}), ‖t‖p;R is
the length of the longest reduction sequence starting from t, where we do not rewrite
at the root and we do not count the rewrite steps of those immediate subtrees of the
term t which are in sub(R∗(GST (R))). We show that →R does not increase ‖ ‖p;R.
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We give a condition which implies that →R decreases ‖ ‖p;R. We base the deJnition
of weight function ‖ ‖p;R on Lemma 3.6.
De"nition 3.7. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Let p∈T be a minimal height
ground term starting an inJnite reduction sequence. We introduce the weight function
‖ ‖p;R :R∗({p})→N in the following way. Let p→∗R t, t ∈T, t=f(t1; : : : ; tm), f∈m,
m¿0, t1; : : : ; tm ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))∪ sub(R∗(GST (R))). Let
{i1; : : : ; ij} = {i | ti ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))− sub(R∗(GST (R)))}; j ¿ 0:
Then let ‖t‖p;R= |ti1 |+ · · ·+ |tij |.
When the rewrite system R over  and the tree p is understood from the context,
we simply write ‖ ‖ for ‖ ‖p;R.
The following lemma states that →R does not increase ‖ ‖, when R rewrites at the
root.
Lemma 3.8. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Let p∈T be a minimal height
ground term starting an in8nite reduction sequence. Let p→∗R u→R;  v. Then ‖u‖¿
‖v‖.
Proof. By direct inspection of Lemmas 3.2, 3.4, and DeJnition 3.7.
We now give a case when →R decreases the weight function ‖ ‖.
Lemma 3.9. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Let p∈T be a minimal height
ground term starting an in8nite reduction sequence. Let p→∗R u→R;  v, u=f(u1; : : : ;
um), f∈m, m¿0, u1; : : : ; um ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))∪ sub(R∗(GST (R))), and let
 ∈ {j | 16 j 6 m; uj ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))− sub(R∗(GST (R)));  ∈ O(uj)}:
Then ‖u‖¿‖v‖.
Proof. In the rewrite step u→R;  v, we rewrite the immediate subtree uj of u for some
16j6m. Hence v=f(v1; : : : ; vm), where vi = ui for each 16i6m, i 
= j, and uj→R vj.
By Lemma 3.5, |uj|¿|vj|. By DeJnition 3.7, |uj| contributes to ‖u‖. Thus ‖u‖¿‖v‖.
We now show that →R does not increase ‖ ‖.
Lemma 3.10. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Let p∈T be a minimal height
ground term starting an in8nite reduction sequence. Let p→∗R u→R v. Then ‖u‖¿‖v‖.
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Proof. Let p→∗R u→R;  v. By Lemma 3.2, we now consider three cases.
If = , then ‖u‖¿‖v‖, see Lemma 3.8.
If ∈{j | 16j6m; uj ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p))) − sub(R∗(GST (R))); ∈O(uj)}, then
‖u‖¿‖v‖, see Lemma 3.9.
If ∈{j | 16j6m; uj ∈ sub(R∗(GST (R))); ∈O(uj)}, then ‖u‖= ‖v‖. Because for
each 16j6m, if uj ∈ sub(R∗(GST (R))), then |uj| does not contribute to ‖u‖.
For a right-linear half-monadic trs R over  with lhs(R)∩X = ∅ and for an ar-
bitrary term p∈T, we introduce the weight function 〈 〉p;R :R∗({p})→N . For any
t ∈ R∗({p}), 〈t〉p;R is the number of occurrences of those subtrees which are not in
sub(R∗(GST (R))). We show that →R does not increase 〈 〉p;R. We give a condition
which implies that →R decreases 〈 〉p;R.
De"nition 3.11. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Let p∈T and p→∗R t. We introduce
the weight function 〈 〉p;R :R∗({p})→N in the following way. Let
〈t〉p;R = card({ | t= ∈ sub(R∗(p))− sub(R∗(GST (R)))}):
When the rewrite system R over  and the tree p are understood from the context,
we simply write 〈 〉 for 〈 〉p;R. We now show that →R does not increase 〈 〉.
Lemma 3.12. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Let p∈T and p→∗R u→R;  v. Then
〈u〉¿〈v〉.
Proof. Intuitively, along the reduction u→l→r;  v each subtree t of v in sub(R∗(p))−
sub(R∗(GST (R))) is formed from a subtree q of u. We call q the father of t, and t
the son of q. We deJne a mapping 4 which assigns the address of its father, q in
sub(R∗(p))− sub(R∗(GST (R))) to the address of each subtree t of v in sub(R∗(p))−
sub(R∗(GST (R))). Since trs R is right-linear, mapping 4 is injective. When computing
〈u〉, we count the address of each subtree q of u in sub(R∗(p)) − sub(R∗(GST (R))).
When computing 〈v〉, we count the address of each subtree t of v in sub(R∗(p)) −
sub(R∗(GST (R))). Hence 〈u〉¿〈v〉.
Precisely, we deJne the mapping
4 : { ∈ O(v) | v= ∈ sub(R∗(p))− sub(R∗(GST (R)))} → O(u)
as follows. Let 5∈{∈O(v) | v=∈ sub(R∗(p)) − sub(R∗(GST (R)))}. We now distin-
guish three cases.
Case 1:  is not a preJx of 5 and 5 is not a preJx of . In this case let 4(5)= 5.
Case 2: 5 is a preJx of . In this case 4(5)= 5.
Case 3: 5= j!, j∈N , !∈N ∗, and r=j= xi for some i¿1. Then there is an occur-
rence 7∈O(l) such that l=7= xi. Then let 4(5)= 7!.
By the deJnition of mapping 4, in Cases 1 and 3, u=4(5)= v=5, and in Case 2,
u=4(5)→R v=5. By the deJnition of 5, v=5∈ sub(R∗(p))− sub(R∗(GST (R))). Hence in
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all three cases
u=4(5) ∈ sub(R∗(p))− sub(R∗(GST (R))):
Thus the range of 4 is a subset of
{ ∈ O(u) | u= ∈ sub(R∗(p))− sub(R∗(GST (R)))}:
Since trs R is right-linear, mapping 4 is injective. Hence 〈u〉¿〈v〉.
Lemma 3.13. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Let p∈T and p→∗R u→l→r;  v,
u=f(u1; : : : ; um), f∈m, u1; : : : ; um ∈T. If there exists an integer j (16j6m) such
that uj ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))− sub(R∗(GST (R))) and l=j =∈X , then 〈u〉¿〈v〉.
Proof. The intuitive meaning of the lemma is the following. If R rewrites at the root
of f(u1; : : : ; um), and rewrites subtree uj ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))− sub(R∗(GST (R))), then
uj has no son along the reduction. Mapping 4 assigns the address of its father, q to
the address of each subtree t of v in sub(R∗(p)) − sub(R∗(GST (R))). Hence j is not
in the range of 4. When computing 〈u〉 we count j, the address of uj. However, uj
has no son. Hence when computing 〈v〉, we do not count the address of the son. Thus
〈u〉¿〈v〉.
For =  we deJne the mapping 4 as in the proof of Lemma 3.12. Along the proof
of Lemma 3.12 we showed that the range of 4 is a subset of
{ ∈ O(u) | u= ∈ sub(R∗(p))− sub(R∗(GST (R)))}:
We also showed that 4 is injective. Hence 〈u〉¿〈v〉. Since l=j =∈X , j is not in the
range of 4. On the other hand, u=j= uj ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))− sub(R∗(GST (R))). Thus
j ∈ { ∈ O(u) | u= ∈ sub(R∗(p))− sub(R∗(GST (R)))}:
Hence 〈u〉¿〈v〉.
Lemma 3.14. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Let ground term p∈T start an
in8nite reduction sequence
p →
l0→r0 ;0
t1 →
l1→r1 ;1
t2 →
l2→r2 ;2
t3 →
l3→r3 ;3
· · · :
Then there is an integer n1 such that for each i¿n1, if i = , lab(ti; )∈mi , mi¿0,
16j6mi and ti=j∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))− sub(R∗(GST (R))), then li=j∈X .
Proof. The intuitive meaning of the lemma is the following. After step n1, if R
rewrites at the root, then R does not rewrite those immediate subtrees which are in
sub(R∗(psub(p)))− sub(R∗(GST (R))). The lemma simply follows from Lemmas 3.12
and 3.13.
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Lemma 3.15. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let R be a right-linear
half-monadic trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Let p∈T be a minimal height
ground term starting an in8nite reduction sequence
p →
l0→r0 ;0
t1 →
l1→r1 ;1
t2 →
l2→r2 ;2
t3 →
l3→r3 ;3
· · · :
Let lab(ti; )∈mi , mi¿0 for i¿1. Then there is an integer n such that for each
i¿n,
(i) i = , and for each 16j6mi, if ti=j∈ sub(R∗(psub(p))) − sub(R∗(GST (R))),
then li=j∈X , or
(ii) i 
= , i = kii, 16ki6mi, and ti=ki ∈ sub(R∗(GST (R))).
Proof. The intuitive meaning of the lemma is the following. After step n, R does
not rewrite those subtrees which are immediately below the root and are in
sub(R∗(psub(p)))− sub(R∗(GST (R))).
By Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10, there is an integer n2 such that for each i¿n2,
(a) i =  or
(b) i = ki, 16ki6mi, ∈O(ti=ki), and ti=ki =∈ sub(R∗(psub(p))) −
sub(R∗(GST (R))).
This intuitively means that after step n2, if R rewrites an immediate subtree, then
this subtree is not in sub(R∗(psub(p)))− sub(R∗(GST (R))).
Let n1 be as in Lemma 3.14. Let n= n1 + n2. Let i¿n. Then condition (a) or (b)
holds. If condition (a) holds, then by Lemma 3.14 condition (i) holds. If condition
(b) holds, then (ii) holds.
Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let $∈0 be arbitrary. Let R be a
right-linear half-monadic trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Using weight functions
‖ ‖p;R and 〈 〉p;R, we construct a Jnite set W of ground terms such that R is terminating
if and only if no term in W starts an inJnite reduction sequence. We construct W in
two steps. First we put in W all elements of sub(R∗(GST (R))). Then we put in W
all ground terms obtained from the left-hand sides of the rules in R by replacing the
variables with nullary symbol $ and elements of sub(R∗(GST (R))). That is,
W = sub(R∗(GST (R))) ∪ {l[y1; : : : ; yk ] | l→ r is in R; l ∈ T(Xk); k ¿ 0;
y1; : : : yk ∈ {$} ∪ sub(R∗(GST (R)))}:
Lemma 3.16. Let  be a ranked alphabet such that 0 
= ∅. Let $∈0 be arbitrary.
Let R be a right-linear half-monadic trs over  such that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. Let p∈T
be a minimal height ground term starting an in8nite reduction sequence
p →
l0→r0 ;0
t1 →
l1→r1 ;1
t2 →
l2→r2 ;2
t3 →
l3→r3 ;3
· · · :
Then
(i) a term in sub(R∗(GST (R))) starts an in8nite reduction sequence or
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(ii) there is a rule l→ r in R, l∈T(Xk), k¿0, and terms y1; : : : yk ∈{$}∪
sub(R∗(GST (R))) such that l[y1; : : : ; yk ] starts an in8nite reduction sequence.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, for each i¿n, ti =fi(ti1; : : : ; timi) for some fi ∈mi , mi¿0,
ti1; : : : ; timi ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))∪ sub(R∗(GST (R))). By Lemma 3.15 there is an integer
n such that for each i¿n,
(a) i = , and for each 16j6mi, if ti=j∈ sub(R∗(psub(p)))−sub(R∗(GST (R))), then
li=j∈X , or
(b) i 
= , i = kii with 16ki6mi, and ti=ki ∈ sub(R∗(GST (R))).
Intuitively, after step n, R does not rewrite those immediate subtrees which are in
sub(R∗(psub(p)))−sub(R∗(GST (R))). Hence after step n we can replace these subtrees
with nullary symbol $.
We now distinguish two cases.
Case 1: For each integer i¿n, i 
= . Then term tnj ∈ sub(R∗(GST (R))) starts an
inJnite reduction sequence for some 16j6mn.
Case 2: There is an integer 8¿n such that 8= . For each i¿8, we deJne si from
ti as follows. For each 16j6mi, if tij ∈ sub(R∗(psub(p))) − sub(R∗(GST (R))), then
we replace tij with $. Then by conditions (a) and (b) we have
s8 →
l8→r8;8
s8+1 →
l8+1→r8+1 ;8+1
s8+2 →
l8+2→r8+2 ;8+2
s8+3 →
l8+3→r8+3 ;8+3
· · · :
Thus s8 starts an inJnite reduction sequence.
We now show that ground termination and termination are decidable properties for
right-linear half-monadic trs’s.
Theorem 3.17. Let R be a right-linear half-monadic trs over a ranked alphabet .
We can decide if R is ground terminating. We can also decide if R is terminating.
Proof. First we show that we can decide if R is ground terminating. If 0 = ∅, then R
is ground terminating.
Assume that 0 
= ∅. If lhs(R)∩X 
= ∅, then R is not ground terminating.
Let us suppose that lhs(R)∩X = ∅. For each q∈GST (R), we decide if R∗({q }) is
Jnite. If we Jnd a term q∈GST (R) such that R∗({q }) is inJnite, then R is not ground
terminating by K'onig’s lemma.
Assume that for each q∈GST (R), R∗({q }) is Jnite. Then R∗(GST (R)) is Jnite.
Since tree language GST (R) is Jnite we eIectively construct a tree automaton A over
 recognizing GST (R). As R eIectively preserves -recognizability, we construct a
tree automaton B over  recognizing tree language R∗(GST (R)). As R∗(GST (R)) is
Jnite, we construct set R∗(GST (R)), and sub(R∗(GST (R))) is Jnite as well. Hence
we construct tree language sub(R∗(GST (R))). For each term q∈ sub(R∗(GST (R))), we
decide if q starts an inJnite reduction sequence, see Lemmas 2.7 and 3.1. If we Jnd
a term q∈ sub(R∗(GST (R))) such that q starts an inJnite reduction sequence, then R
is not ground terminating.
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Assume that there is no term q∈ sub(R∗(GST (R))) such that q starts an inJnite
reduction sequence. Let $∈0 be arbitrary. For all rules l→ r in R, l∈T(Xk), k¿0,
and terms y1; : : : yk ∈{$}∪ sub(R∗(GST (R))) we decide if l[y1; : : : ; yk ] starts an inJnite
reduction sequence, see Lemmas 2.7 and 3.1. Assume that we Jnd a rule l→ r in R,
l∈T(Xk), k¿0, and terms y1; : : : yk ∈{$}∪ sub(R∗(GST (R))) such that l[y1; : : : ; yk ]
starts an inJnite reduction sequence. Then R is not ground terminating.
If we do not Jnd a rule l→ r in R, l∈T(Xk), k¿0, and terms y1; : : : yk ∈{$}∪ sub
(R∗(GST (R))) such that l[y1; : : : ; yk ] starts an inJnite reduction sequence, then R is
ground terminating by Lemma 3.16.
Second, we show that we can decide if R is terminating. Assume that 0 
= ∅. By
Observation 2.1, trs R is terminating if and only if R is ground terminating. We have
shown that we can decide if R is ground terminating.
Assume that 0 = ∅. Let =∪{$} where $ is of rank 0. By Observation 2.2, trs
R over  is terminating if and only if R over  is ground terminating. We have shown
that we can decide if R over  is ground terminating.
Let R be a right-linear half-monadic term rewrite system over . As R eIectively
preserves recognizability we can decide if R is locally con5uent. Hence convergence
is a decidable property for right-linear half-monadic term rewrite systems.
Theorem 3.18. Let R be a right-linear half-monadic trs over a ranked alphabet .
We can decide if R is convergent.
Proof. By Theorem 3.17 we decide if R is terminating.
If R is not terminating, then R is not convergent.
Assume that R is terminating. By Lemma 2.8, we decide if R is locally con5uent.
If R is not locally con5uent, then R is not con5uent, hence R is not convergent. If R
is locally con5uent, then R is con5uent as well, hence R is convergent.
It is still open whether con5uence is a decidable property of right-linear half-monadic
trs’s. It is also open whether con5uence is a decidable property of linear half-monadic
trs’s.
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